Coffee Menu
Every day from 12pm to 10pm

Where it comes from…
Here at The Sun Inn our coffee is a blend of Arabica and Robusta beans from Brazil, Central America, Ethiopia
and India. The medium dark espresso roast of this blend results in a medium-bodied coffee with rich toffee
sweetness and hints of cocoa. Some low soft fruity acidity is maintained to make for a balanced yet gutsy
espresso blend.

How you like it…
Espresso (single)
(double)

£1.80
£2.80

Pure shot of coffee poured under pressure – no milk

Americano

Shot of espresso topped with hot water

Cappuccino

£2.10
£2.80

A shot of espresso and a layer of frothed milk

Latte

£2.80

Steamed milk and a single shot of coffee

Mocha

£3.50

A shot of espresso topped with rich hot chocolate milk

Flat White

£2.75

Steamed milk poured over a single espresso

Cafetiere

£2.75

Ground coffee topped with hot water left to rest, with a choice of cream or hot milk

Add one of our flavoured syrups to your coffee for and extra 50p please speak to a member of staff about this
month’s selections

It’s not all about the coffee…
We also offer a broad selection of Tea’s, choosing the very best infusions to guarantee each cup is brewed to
perfection.
Pot of Tea (for one)
(for two)
Chai

£2.30
£4.50
£2.35

A warming and delicately scented blend of black tea with ginger, cinnamon, cardamom and cloves – not served with milk

Early Grey

£2.35

Black tea infused with the flavour of Bergamot orange rind for a distinct hit of citrus

Lemon & Ginger

£2.35

Spicy, warming ginger with the bright, zesty taste of lemons.

Peppermint

£2.35

A classic, vibrant blend perfect for any time of the day.

Jasmin Green

£2.35

A delicate green tea scented with the fragrant aroma of Jasmine, ideal for when you need something a little different

